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Abstract. A serious game needs to combine a number of different aspects to help 

the end user in reaching the desired effects. This requires incorporating a broad 

range of different aspects in the design, stemming from a broad range of different 

fields of expertise. For designers, developers, researchers, and other stakeholders 

it is not straightforward how to organize the design and development process, to 

make sure that these aspects are properly addressed. In this chapter we will dis-

cuss a number of ways of organizing the design and development process and 

various models that support specific design decisions during this process, con-

cluding with a discussion of design patterns for serious games. 

Keywords: serious game design, game development process, design science 

research. 

1 Introduction 

A serious game incorporates play as well as a myriad of other aspects: motivation, 

learning content, feedback. For designers, developers, but also researchers and other 

stakeholders, it is not straightforward what steps to take from a problem statement to-

wards a game that can be played by the intended users. This chapter provides an over-

view of various approaches, models, and frameworks that can be used to support the 

design and development of serious games. 

This chapter is organized into four main sections. In the first section, we will discuss 

a number of important aspects pertaining to the context in which a serious game is 

designed and the context in which the game is intended to be used. Subsequently, we 

will take on a high level perspective and discuss a number of processes that are being 

used to design and develop serious games. In the third section, we will present a number 

of design models that assist in making design choices to achieve particular effects with 
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the resulting game. This approach is becoming more and more formalized using a de-

sign patterns approach, which are discussed in the final section. 

At the end of the chapter, a number of future research questions and suggested read-

ing material are included. 

2 Context 

A serious game only becomes an effective tool to foster learning, promote healthy 

behavior, or change behavior, when it is played by players. Necessarily, playing takes 

place in a specific context and it is often hard for a game designer to foresee the time, 

place, culture, and other contextual aspects that affect the player experience. Consider-

ing this context for which a serious game is designed is therefore an important step of 

the design process: from this context stems an important set of specific design require-

ments for the serious game. 

Before we can discuss particular development process frameworks or more detailed 

design models to support design decisions, we will first explore the context. We will 

do so by pointing out a number of different, and often opposing, perspectives. From a 

user perspective, we will start with the different views that designers and users have of 

the game. From a game perspective, we emphasize that they differ a large amount in 

the audience and purposes that they address. From a market perspective, we briefly 

discuss some differences between the field of entertainment and serious games. 

2.1 Differences in Designers and Users 

The MDA-framework addresses the dichotomy between designers and players by 

defining how the mechanics, dynamics, and aesthetics of a game work together to create 

the player experience [1]. The game designer is in direct control of establishing the 

mechanics, while the aesthetics that players perceive are separated from them in time, 

space, and context. Reversely, the player directly perceives the aesthetics while the me-

chanics can only be experienced through the dynamics of gameplay. This conceptual-

ization of game design as a second-order design problem emphasizes the complexity of 

predicting how design choices affect the player experience. 

Considering the possible contexts in which the game will be played during the design 

process, requires the designer to investigate and form a model of the intended user. As 

the design process itself takes place in its own context as well, designers additionally 

need to be aware that values of their own design context may become part of the game 

design. Therefore, a critical view towards the design choices and underlying design 

assumptions needs to be taken. 

A model for providing insight into and making the transfer of values explicit for 

game designers is Values at Play [2,3]. Supporting current design practices and iterative 

processes, it helps designers identify, reflect upon, and embed their values in their de-

signs in a conscious, rather than an unconscious, manner. The integration of ethical 

considerations and cultural values into the design process is further discussed in [4] and 

in the chapter on ethical stewardship elsewhere in this book.  



Combining the views we have discussed, we can discern the context of design and 

context of use around the implementation of a serious game and (see Fig. 1). This vis-

ualization extends one of the diagrams from [1], however, in order to emphasize the 

interactive nature of play, the relationship between the player and the serious game has 

been visualized as a bi-directional arrow. 

Fig. 1.  The context of design and the context of use in serious games. 

In the design of artefacts such as serious games, it is important to consider the situ-

ation in which the artefact is meant to be used: in many cases, the design also neces-

sarily encompasses aspects of the context of use [5]. For example, when playing a game 

in the classroom is embedded between an introductory briefing and a concluding de-

briefing, the design of the game itself, as well as the design of the surrounding activities, 

are of interest. Klabbers [6] refers to this as design-in-the-small (DIS) and design-in-

the-large (DIL). Here, design-in-the-small refers to the game or simulation being de-

signed as a digital artefact in itself, whereas design-in-the-large refers to changing the 

existing situation and embedding the artefact in its context of use. In serious games, the 

term game-based learning addresses this inclusion of the larger context of use as part 

of the design [7]. 

The use of computer games in a classroom is one example of embedding serious 

games in a particular context, and while it may be easy to bring a game into the class 

and play it, it is no silver bullet for education if the context is not adapted to accommo-

date the game [8, 9]. The experiences of both teachers and researchers in embedding 

serious games into a curriculum have provided useful insights for how the class context 

can be adapted [10], arguing for a focus on the underlying concepts and ideas behind 

the learning activities, of which playing games may be one example. Specific examples 

of tuning the context to improve the effectiveness of a serious game can be found when 

addressing higher-order cognitive learning and attitudinal or affective goals. The re-

flection step in learning can be accommodated by organizing a debriefing to make sense 

of the experience of play [11] and metacognition may be improved by discussing play 

in groups [12]. Thus, the design of serious games may extend beyond the design of the 

game itself: often other interventions in the context of use are required as well. 



2.2 Differences in Audience and Purpose 

Serious games are being proposed, designed, built, and evaluated across an increas-

ingly wide range of application domains. An early serious games taxonomy distin-

guishes between seven domains, ranging from government, education and health care 

through to marketing, defense and industry applications [13]. The same taxonomy 

loosely introduces a number of serious games categories, such as games for health, 

games for training and games for work. More recently, a classification scheme that 

distinguishes between gameplay, purpose, and scope of serious games has been pro-

posed [14] to classify serious games. Of this latter G/P/S-model, the dimension of scope 

addresses two of the most salient areas from which design requirements stem: the in-

tended audience and intended purpose of the game. 

The audience targeted by a serious game is an important source of design require-

ments: gameplay, look-and-feel and suitable technology need to be in tune with the 

future players. Traditionally, games are often associated with kids and henceforth many 

serious games target children before, in, or after primary school. However, more re-

cently much attention has been given to so-called silver gaming: using serious games 

to improve the quality of life of the elderly [15]. While the games targeting the younger 

audience often have an education-related goal, games targeting the elderly often have 

health-related goals such as promoting regular exercise or improving cognitive func-

tion. Although other target audiences, such as adolescents in specific work situations 

or students in higher education, have seen less attention, the notion that the average age 

of gamers is rising has led to increasing attention for different ages in recent years. 

Some serious games focus on very specific audiences with specific design require-

ments, such as children with autism-spectrum disorders [16] or visually impaired per-

sons [17,18]. 

The purpose targeted by a serious game is another important source of design re-

quirements: gameplay and other content and interactions within the game need to sup-

port the overarching purpose of the game. One of the most outstanding uses is for edu-

cation and training, leading to the term educational games. In this case, the purpose of 

the game is to help a learner achieve a given set of learning goals by playing the game. 

However, the content and activities afforded by the games may differ widely: some 

provide training and instruction as well as performance assessment, others are limited 

to repeated practice with automated feedback (skill drill). Another well-known purpose 

of serious games is to stimulate exercise, leading to the derived term exergame. In this 

case, the game is designed to let the player perform certain behaviors by providing them 

with engaging game mechanics [19]. While some exergames have the behavior itself 

as the main goal, other games strive to increase a user's self-efficacy to maintain this 

behavior over longer periods [20] or try to generate enough content to keep a user mo-

tivated over a longer period of time [21]. Where exergames normally address behavior 

change in individuals, one final well-known application of serious games is to elicit 

social change and attitude change, leading to the terms games for change [22] and per-

suasive games [23]. Outside this scope falls a category of games used to support re-

search itself by gathering data or exploring a solution space. A typical example is 

FoldIt, which crowdsources possible protein folding solutions through gameplay [24]. 



Table 1. Subdivision of learning goals into cognitive, skill-based and affective outcomes [25]. 

Learning Outcomes 

Cognitive Skill-Based Affective 

- Verbal knowledge 
- Knowledge organization 
- Cognitive strategies 

 

- Compilation 
o proceduralization 
o composition 

- Automaticy 

- Attitudinal 

- Motivational 

o motivational disposition 

o self-efficacy 

o goal setting 

 

The wide range of purposes of serious games, target audiences addressed by serious 

games, and ways of embedding serious content into a serious game, makes it compli-

cated to discuss the design of serious games in general: in almost all cases the specific 

area of application or the specific goals of the game need to be taken into account. The 

classification of learning outcomes distinguishes between cognitive, skill-based and af-

fective learning outcomes [25], and provides a suitable framework to address the dif-

ferent goals we find in serious games. For cognitive outcomes, a further subdivision 

into verbal knowledge, knowledge organization, and cognitive strategies is made, 

which can be related to many educational games. For skill-based outcomes, the focus 

is on maintaining the skills through compilation and automaticity, which can be related 

to many exergames. For affective outcomes, attitudinal goals may be set, relating 

closely to persuasive games. Additionally, the affective outcomes include motivation, 

and links this with motivational disposition, goal-setting, and self-efficacy, providing a 

basis for the motivational aspect in many serious games (see Table 1). With these no-

tions, in the following serious games are discussed from this broader perspective of 

addressing particular types of learning outcomes. 

2.3 Differences Between Entertainment Games and Serious Games 

Whereas games for entertainment are probably best known by the general audience 

of consumers, serious games are more known for being used in specific contexts and 

for specific audiences. This trait has two side effects. First, as the target audience is 

more specific and hence less in numbers, in general budgets or return-on-investment 

may be lower. Second, this has the consequence that the business-to-consumer (B2C) 

model, prevalent in entertainment game market, is nearly absent in serious games. Ra-

ther, a business-to-business (B2B) model, often combined with subsidized consortia of 

business and academic partners, is seen more often. 

However, certain serious game projects seem to succeed in combining a solid busi-

ness case with an academic underpinning. Quest Atlantis has had the benefit of having 

a long development time, a good budget and consecutive revisions [26]. Moreover, it 

was received well and discussed in various published articles [27,28,29]. Other games 

appear to completely cross over the entertainment/serious games boundary: America's 

Army is used in army training courses, but also played for entertainment. For a further 



discussion of differences between entertainment and serious games, and alternative 

classifications, see [14]. 

2.4 Conclusions 

In this section we have identified a number of contextual aspects that influence the 

design and development of serious games. In particular, the distinction between the 

context of design and the context of use provides insight into the considerations for the 

designer. Identifying and taking into account the requirements that stem from these 

aspects improves the suitability of the design for the selected purpose and audience.  

3 Processes 

In the previous section we have seen a wide range of aspects to consider in the design 

and development of serious games. Therefore, it is not straightforward how to approach 

such a complex task: the effects of many design choices are uncertain under different 

conditions and even more so in conjunction with other design choices. To remedy this 

complexity, various frameworks that describe design and development processes have 

been proposed, and in this chapter we will discuss a number of them. 

According to Khaled & Ingram [30], there are at least five active perspectives within 

serious game projects in general: project organization, technology, domain knowledge, 

user research, and game design. In this section we will focus on the processes used for 

organizing the design and development process, and how to integrate domain 

knowledge and user information through the use of research and user-centered design 

methods. Aspects pertaining to the specific game design choices will be discussed in 

the next section on models. 

3.1 Including Phases and Iteration 

The design and development of serious games includes various phases with different 

purposes: there is a difference between designing (producing a concept) and developing 

(producing a product). The ADDIE-model is an often-used high-level organization of 

the design and development process, distinguishing between phases of analysis, design, 

development, implementation (in the context of use), and evaluation [31]. Additionally, 

it supports an iterative approach where results from a previous evaluation feed into the 



analysis and design phases of the next iteration and hence incrementally improves the 

design and/or the product (see Fig. 2). 

Fig. 2. A visualization of the cyclic ADDIE process. 

This cyclic and phasic approach underlies various other existing approach to serious 

game design. In an attempt to reduce design complexity, and hence development costs, 

the EMERGO-toolkit and associated approach are based on the ADDIE-cycle [32] and 

focus on how to address  case requirements in the design. Similarly, but focusing on 

the evaluation phase instead, the ADDIE-cycle underlies an approach to improve usa-

bility, playability, and learnability in games [33]. 

In practice, this cyclic approach is often supported by a software development meth-

odology known as Scrum (see for example [34]). This emphasizes incremental devel-

opment and evaluation of prototypes during the development process and integrates 

well with the ADDIE-approach. The use of Scrum has seen significant rise in recent 

years, particularly in the field of game development. 

3.2 Including Research 

General consensus is that research has a definite and prerequisite role in the design 

and development of serious games. In particular domain-specific analysis as part of the 

design, and effectiveness studies as part of the evaluation or validation, are common-

place. However, how to combine research throughout the design and development pro-

cess is less clear.  

The goals of transfer of the learning content beyond playing the game call for a de-

sign that can be underpinned by theory from relevant fields, as well as known best 

practices, and often an evaluation or validation study is included to assess to what extent 



the design meets its objectives. However, a game and its underlying design cannot be 

studied in isolation; the context in which it is employed and played has an influence on 

the results obtained [35]. Consequently, many researchers argue for adopting an ap-

proach that integrates design and research to design and analyze serious games: design-

based research [36]. At the same time, the from the field of education, similar calls for 

applying design-based research approaches for studying educational interventions are 

being proposed [37,38]. 

The design of serious games is concerned with ensuring a solid embedding in exist-

ing literature and best practices, while also addressing the specific demands of the do-

main of application. While this domain of application may require more detailed and 

domain-specific models, the three-cycle model of design science [39] provides an over-

arching view for designed artefacts in general and information systems in specific [40]. 

This model describes three cycles that operate to link design, research, and practice 

together. Through the relevance cycle, problems from practice can be taken up into a 

design process while produced artefacts, such as serious games, can be evaluated in 

practice to make sure that they contribute to solving the problems. Through the 

knowledge or rigor cycle, artefacts and theories from current knowledge can be taken 

up in the design process to base new solutions on existing work, while results from this 

research can be added to the knowledge base (see Fig. 3). The design cycle, then, is at 

the heart of the design process and refers to an iterative approach to design and devel-

oping the artefacts. 

Fig. 3.    A three-cycle view of design science research [39]. 

Focusing prominently on the research and evaluation aspects, Mayer and colleagues 

[41] argue for a more coherent approach to research, and offer concrete advice on the 

development of a corresponding research framework. They specifically aim to address 

the broad application scope of serious games, while being useable in practice. They 

define further comparative analysis of serious games, improving evaluation constructs 

and scales, and digital tooling integrated into games as the next steps forward. While 

this seems like a promising direction, an overarching and game-specific research frame-

work is still lacking. 

3.3 Including Users 

As discussed earlier, there is wide support in literature and practice for a user-cen-

tered design methodology in designing and developing serious games: in an attempt to 

bridge the designer-player dichotomy, it is paramount to involve members of the target 

audience in the design process. In recognition of the need for specific design frame-

works, Rankin, McNeal & Gooch [42] describe how they used a user-centered design 



approach for evaluating second language acquisition in existing games. In this model 

of user-centered game design, phases such as conceptualization, prototyping, and play-

testing can be distinguished and are explicitly associated with user-focused research 

steps and outcomes. As they use existing entertainment games such as EverQuest II to 

embed learning scenarios, this is also an example of repurposing: using the game for a 

purpose it was not originally designed for. 

The role of the user in the design process may differ: sometimes, like in the previous 

model, the user input is gathered through focus groups and evaluations. In other cases, 

the user takes on a more active role and actually actively contributes to the design [43]. 

In the latter case, we label this as participatory design, rather than just user-centered 

design. 

Including users in the design process is particularly hard when there is not yet a 

playable version of the game. The observation that it is hard to address design problems 

in a concept before it is developed into a playable game is widely recognized [44]. In 

order to gather the feedback from playing with users as early as possible, an iterative 

approach that creates early prototypes of the game is preferable – such a player-centric 

approach is fully outlined in the book entitled Game Design Workshop by Fullerton 

[45]. As digital prototypes require more effort to construct and change, often paper 

prototyping is used in early iterations: using physical papers, cards, die, pawns, and 

such to simulate future gameplay early on. 

Whereas physically prototyping digital games definitely has its place in the design 

process, there limitations in representing for example real-time action components [46]. 

To make the transition from written design document to playable prototype easier, sev-

eral authors have noticed a lack of design vocabulary and argued for more formalized 

ways of defining game designs in terms of their mechanics [47,48,49]. The introduction 

of so-called game design patterns [50] can be viewed as another effort to capture the 

effects and interactions of different game design choices, and will be explored for seri-

ous games later in this chapter. This formalization approach has been further elaborated 

in the Machinations framework [51], which combines a model-based theoretical per-

spective with digital tools to allow designers to alter design choices and see their effects 

in practice.  

Taking the previous perspectives into account, we will use the ADDIE phases of 

analysis and design, and then those of development and evaluation to discuss a number 

of existing frameworks. 

3.4 Analysis & Design 

The coming together of different disciplines, particularly game design and instruc-

tional design, is one of the main topics in designing educational games. In an effort to 

combine pedagogy and play, as well as retaining fidelity to the subject matter, Rooney 

proposes a triadic framework that integrates these aspects [52]. She addresses different 

learning methodologies, such as situated learning and experiential learning, as part of 

this framework and further argues for theoretical underpinnings of designing games 

within these contexts. A conceptual approach that identifies similar dimensions of 

Game vs. Learning, Game vs. User, and User vs. Learning addresses further details of 



designing and analyzing educational games [53]. Another approach aimed at integrat-

ing didactic and game design perspectives focuses specifically on the iterative nature, 

as addressed in the previous section. In this approach, the authors emphasize the di-

dactic perspective throughout the various phases of the design process [54]. 

Such a theory-based design approach was used in the design and development of a 

serious game to reduce cognitive biases [55]. In this study, an explicit link between the 

domain knowledge of cognitive biases to the game mechanics and in-game narrative is 

made, and subsequently evaluated the game with users to test for effect and efficacy. 

When the domain knowledge is not present in the designers or the researchers involved, 

integrating domain knowledge into the game becomes more complicated and may re-

quire active consideration as to how to involve the experts [56]. The integration of se-

rious content within the mechanics, balancing fun and education, is a widely debated 

topic and even practitioners have varying methods and processes for approaching this 

problem [57], which only further emphasizes a key problem in serious game design: a 

common framework for the effective design of serious games is lacking [58]. 

3.5 Development & Evaluation 

The phases of development and evaluation have similar complexities that influence 

the effectiveness of the game. For example, in the development of a science education 

game, the authors/researchers worked together with a number of different roles: domain 

experts in biology, immunology, experts in pedagogy and learning science, and game 

designers [59]. They did face a number of design choices where the game designers had 

different ideas from the educational experts, for example when interspersing the game-

play with the option to ask questions. The team overestimated the features that could 

be implemented and underestimated available time, ending up having to cut a number 

of design aspects, such as a full 3D simulation or soft-body physics. 

In order to assess the qualitative and/or quantitative results found through evaluation 

of a game, an interpretation of what the results mean must be made. This includes trac-

ing back the effects found to specific elements in the design of the game. One method 

is to underpin design decisions from theory and trace them to the evaluation phase [60], 

allowing the subsequent iteration to be informed by previous choices. Another, more 

formalized and labor-intensive method, is to code specific game stimuli and responses 

and assess these during evaluation [61]. This latter approach was shown to work within 

the setting of an exergame, making it highly relevant to include physical responses in 

the evaluation. 

There are many different approaches, methodologies, and techniques to gather data 

for the evaluation of games. They range from physiological measurements, such as fa-

cial muscle activity (via EMG) or heart beat intervals, to audio/visual technologies, 

such as video and online or retrospective talk-a-loud protocols, to in-game assessments, 

such as route logging and game analytics [62]. 

Some evaluation frameworks specifically address the aforementioned player con-

text, player background and application to serious games [63]. When the evaluation is 

specifically focused on the player experience or gameplay experience, specific evalua-

tion methods such as the Gameplay Experience Questionnaire (GEQ) [64] may be used. 



More often, a combination of methods is used, such as combining observations and 

self-reports. For example, in a study after game design for the elderly, the GEQ was 

combined with qualitative observations [65]. Adaptations to make the GEQ suitable for 

serious games are being researched, but have thus far concluded that the variation in 

context of playing had large impact on the results obtained, finding that the various 

design stages did improve usability but not gameplay experience [66]. 

A typical example of the evaluation of serious game is found in the comparison of 

an educational game to traditional instructional methods in teaching computer program-

ming [67]. This evaluation addresses the effectiveness of both the game design and the 

learning. Tying into the design-based research approach discussed earlier, specific as-

sessment frameworks for games and simulations have been developed [36]. Specifi-

cally for serious games, a step-based approach that integrates usability and playability 

into the process is described by Olsen et al. [33]. Other scholars focus on online or in-

game evaluation, by developing learning analytics systems as an integrated part of ed-

ucational game design [68,69]. This approach stretches beyond the design process: it 

also provides end-users such as learners and teachers with insights into the performance 

of both the learners and the game itself. 

3.6 Integrated Process Frameworks 

Considering all the aspects of context, process, involving users, and embedding re-

search, creating an encompassing process that supports most serious games projects is 

complex. Moreover, a process framework must be academically sound as well as fea-

sible for use in practice. Notwithstanding these challenges, a number of such integrated 

frameworks have been put forward and further elaborated upon.  

Fig. 4. The integration of design-based research with game development phases in the Simula-

tion-game Instructional Systems Design Model [70]. 

An approach of combining design-based research, information system design, has 

been further adapted for serious games into the Simulation-game Instructional Systems 

Design (SG-ISD) Model [70], by paralleling game development phases from the tradi-



tional Waterfall-model of software engineering with information systems  design meth-

ods based on the iterative ADDIE-model (see Fig. 4). In the analysis phase, they em-

phasize the integration of instructional theory into the game design, and in the design 

phase learning methodology and game features need to be integrated. This design 

framework provides further guidelines for testing (formative evaluation), prototyping 

and playtesting and evaluation in practice (summative evaluation). Later, they exten-

sively discussed the use of the model in practice [71]. While this framework is intended 

specifically for the design and development of educational simulation games, it in-

cludes many of the features discussed earlier, and hence seems like a good step towards 

a more general-purpose process framework. 

In the absence of process frameworks that address the design and development of 

serious games across the broad range of application areas, several authors have pro-

posed specific, instantiated frameworks for particular areas of serious games. Focusing 

specifically on educational adventure games, an early effort to define a coherent design 

approach is found in the work of Moser [72]. In this approach the ADDIE model is 

iteratively expanded with specific adventure game design choices such as which char-

acters, what puzzles, and what user interface to include. 

In an effort to reduce the design complexity involved in addressing increasingly 

complex learning outcomes, a study that focuses on scenario-based games has provided 

a framework that links conceptual design aspects with an underlying technical archi-

tecture [32]. In this model, the game itself is embedded within a larger game-based 

learning framework that includes supportive views for both learners and teachers, as 

well as analytics and monitoring of learning integrated in the game world. Two alternate 

approaches and examples of applications of such models can be found in collaborative 

decision making games [26], and games for cultural heritage [73]. 

In an attempt to standardize development approaches for particular user group, and 

improving consistent game design, evaluation, and efficacy, the game-based learning 

development approach was proposed [74]. This approach distinguishes between three 

perspectives on the design and development process. At the process level, the project 

runs from a case through the ADDIE-phases, towards a designed learning activity. At 

the principles level, a number of guidelines for learning with games are emphasized, 

such as fostering positive attitudes and using game-based learning only when appropri-

ate. At the tools & techniques level, these phases and principles are aligned with par-

ticular practices, such as questionnaires, prototype evaluation and trials. 

While an iterative approach is hinted upon with the arrow extending from evaluation 

at the process level, the other levels do not support a similar iteration. Moreover, in-

cluding stakeholders and users only in later phases is at odds with most user-centered 

design practices. 

3.7 Conclusions 

In this section we have identified a number of requirements for a process framework 

that supports the design and development of serious games. Such a framework must 

support different phases such as analysis, design, development, and evaluation, in an 



iterative fashion. Furthermore, such a framework must facilitate the integration of do-

main knowledge and support the evaluation of effects achieved through playing the 

game. User-centered design seems like an appropriate framework to draw upon, as it 

emphasizes including the user within the process – either passively (focus groups) or 

actively (participatory design). While integrated design and development frameworks 

are emerging, currently each framework is suitable only for a specific set of serious 

games and a general design and development framework is lacking. 

4 Models 

In the first part of this chapter we have presented a number of ways to approach the 

design and development of a serious game. The focus has been on the overarching pro-

cess: which steps to take and how to evaluate whether these steps are working out to-

wards a final product. However, this leaves unaddressed the question of how to make 

the right design choices in the design of the game itself. This section discusses a number 

of models that attempt to describe what choices in setting, mechanics, and gameplay 

have what kind of effects on the motivation and learning of the user. 

When designing a serious game, the designers must consider both the learning goals 

that the user needs to achieve and the motivational factors that help the user to continue 

playing. Some models for serious game design emphasize either the learning or the 

motivational characteristics of games, whereas other models try to integrate both as-

pects more coherently. We will first discuss some of the main motivation-focused mod-

els and learning-focused models and then present some of the integrated models. 

4.1 Motivation 

One of the first studies to systematically explore what makes computer games fun, 

and how to use their features for learning identifies a number of motivational factors in 

games [75,76]. A number of games were modified, compared, and evaluated to identify 

the motivational elements of challenge, fantasy, and curiosity. Challenge seems to re-

late to intrinsic motivation when it meets particular standards – for example a balance 

between player ability and game difficulty. Fantasy refers to the representational part 

of games, regardless of whether the depiction is realistic or non-realistic; fantasy here 

is used to set it apart from an abstract game. Curiosity refers to the uncovering of feed-

back and auditory and visual aspects. 

Whereas the previous study analyzed games to identify design principles, others 

have taken the approach of using motivational theories to explain how players are en-

gaged by games. In one such study, self-determination theory [77] was used to analyze 

motivation in games from a perspective of a player satisfying their needs. In single-

player games, perceived competence and autonomy were shown to indeed explain game 

enjoyment and preference for future play, whereas in multiplayer games the aspect of 

relatedness served the same role [78]. Later on, this approach was extended to include 

explanations for short-term well-being, the appeal of in-game violence, and post-play 

aggressive behavior as well [79]. 



Acknowledging that research literature was lacking clear principles on how to en-

gage users with particular game features, while achieving the desired instructional 

goals, Garris, Ahlers, and Driskell have put forward a research-and-practice model [80]. 

This model identifies key game features and types of learning outcomes, and links these 

to a game cycle of user judgments, behavior, and feedback that supports learning. This 

input/output-model emphasizes the integration of instructional content and game char-

acteristics to help achieve the learning outcomes in the player. Based on existing stud-

ies, this model also expands the aforementioned game features challenge, fantasy, and 

curiosity with rules, goals, and control, and tries to link them with learning outcomes 

in the skill-based, cognitive, and affective categories [25]. The authors, however, stress 

that while games offer the instructional opportunities to learn by doing, not everyone 

learns by doing and not everything can be learnt by doing. 

4.2 Learning 

With the increasing attention for serious games, the need for using sound educational 

principles to design them also increased: motivational and educational effectiveness 

needed to be integrated into the serious game design process [81]. By combining exist-

ing pedagogical models, such as the ARCS model of attention, relevance, confidence, 

and satisfaction [82], Gagné's nine events of instruction [83],  with a number of com-

mon game elements, the RETAIN-model defines a three-level motivational model of 

games: relevance, embedding of the learning content, transfer, adaptation to the player, 

immersion, and naturalization of the learning goals [84]. This can be seen as a model 

that can be used both to analyze and design serious games using these principles. A 

similar approach compares four lenses (motivation, flow, learning environment, and 

gameplay) to a number of common game elements (interest, goals, challenge, and feed-

back) in a comparison [85]. This comparison shows that key features of games are in 

line with factors promoting motivation and learning (see Table 2). 

The models discussed so far have taken motivation as the main emphasis, but nec-

essarily identified learning as one of the other required serious game components. Other 

models have completely focused on how learning can take place through games and 

how existing and new pedagogical models can help to understand and improve the ef-

fectiveness of serious games. Taking learning-by-doing or experiential learning as a 

starting point, the experiential gaming model [86] links the four stages of experiential 

learning [87] to particular game activities and features. Specific emphasis is placed on 

storytelling, game balance, and optimizing cognitive load, in order to improve effec-

tiveness of learning and as such this model emphasizes learning through the core me-

chanics and the design of the game. 

Another route to approach the problem of designing effective serious games is by 

taking the intended learning outcomes as a start point. This directly raises the questions 

of which game activities are best suited to help a learner achieve those outcomes. The 

Game Object Model [88] tries to identify elements and objects within game design and 

creates a taxonomy of these elements as a design tool. The learning mechanic/game 

mechanic, or LM-GM model [89] then tries to match particular learning mechanics to 

particular game activities. Similar approaches of aligning gameplay with learning exist 



[90,91]. These can be viewed steps towards finding a relation between the design as-

pects of a game and the effects and effectiveness of that game as a tool for learning. 

Table 2. Similarities between game features and factors promoting motivation and learning [85]. 

 Motivation Flow Learning  

Environments 

Game Design/ 

Play 

Focus/  

Interest 

Attention strate-

gies for arousing 

and sustaining cu-

riosity and interest. 

Attention is com-

pletely absorbed in 

the activity. 

Avoid distractions 

and disruptions 

that intervene and 

destroy the subjec-

tive experience. 

Sensory and cogni-

tive curiosity 

within the learner. 

Goals Relevance strate-

gies that link to 

learner's needs, in-

terests, and mo-

tives. 

The activity has 

clear goals. 

Have specific 

goals and estab-

lished procedures. 

Goal reaching and 

feedback. 

Challenge Confidence strate-

gies that help stu-

dents develop a 

positive expecta-

tion for successful 

achievement. 

Challenge is opti-

mized. 

Provide a continual 

feeling of chal-

lenge that is neither 

so difficult as to 

create a sense of 

hopelessness and 

frustration, nor so 

easy as to produce 

boredom. 

The learner should 

continually feel 

challenged as diffi-

culty increases in 

concordance to in-

creased skills. 

Feedback Satisfaction strate-

gies that provide 

extrinsic and in-

trinsic reinforce-

ment for effort. 

The activity pro-

vides clear and 

consistent feed-

back as to whether 

one is reaching the 

goals. 

Provide a high in-

tensity of interac-

tion and feedback. 

The learner should 

feel a sense of con-

trol through endog-

enous feedback 

provided by the 

game. 

4.3 Integration and Alignment 

In the previous discussion we have seen that the models for designing serious games 

have incorporated aspects such as motivation and the learning objectives. This leaves 

the question of how to integrate these in an effective manner unanswered. In an exper-

iment comparing intrinsic embedding of the learning content with the gameplay to an 

extrinsic embedding, Habgood et al. found an increased motivation for the activities 

[92]. The integration of learning with gameplay, and hence the alignment of gameplay 

activities with learning activities, is a topic of ongoing research. 

Where the LM-GM model focus specifically on the design of the game, the motiva-

tion and goals of the user playing the game must also be considered as part of the design 

space. Drawing from activity theory, Carvalho et al. [93] have put forward a multi-



layered model that extends the LM-GM-model by addressing different motives and 

contexts. This model distinguishes between actions and motives outside of and inside 

of the game, as well as aspects of the context of use, such as community, rules, and 

culture. For the design of serious games, this model is a recent and comprehensive basis 

to link design decisions to intended effects from an integrated perspective. 

In the context of evaluating existing serious games, a four-dimensional framework 

that takes into account learner specifics, pedagogic considerations, mode of represen-

tation, and context of use is proposed [94]. This work is further expanded upon by dis-

tinguishing between the learning question, the instruction question, the assessment 

question, and the alignment question and then incorporating a number of the previous 

approaches into an integrated model [95]. 

In this game-based learning framework, the motivational aspects and the learning 

cycle of user engagement, user learning, user behavior and player feedback are made 

explicit, as well as the integration of learning objectives and content. However, a further 

specification of the game elements or mechanics to include, and to what effect, is omit-

ted. It seems that a further elaboration on serious game design and evaluation models 

is still required in order to support integrated design with an integrated framework. 

These latter and more recent examples show a currently emerging approach in seri-

ous game design: that of aligning the gameplay with the goals of the game at different 

levels [96]. A more recent and further analysis of promises and challenges in aligning 

gameplay content with learning goals has led to a number of principles for achieving 

this match [91], such as making mental models of what the player needs to learn, and 

supporting strategic thinking and cognitive skills by teaching more than just the content 

itself. 

4.4 Conclusions 

In this section we have discussed a number of models that assist in making design 

choices as part of an overarching design and development processes. Whereas earlier 

models focused on motivational aspects, more recently the emphasis has come to lie on 

the alignment of gameplay activities and the goals of the game. This approach of inte-

grating learning and playing, and linking specific design choices to specific effects, 

seems like a promising next step in serious game design research. 

5 Serious Game Design Patterns 

As mentioned, a major challenge for the designers of serious games is to create an 

engaging gameplay that is also effective in achieving desired purpose. If serious games 

are designed only by game designers, they may be entertaining but may lack the effect 

of primary purpose; if they are designed by teachers and trainers, they might be very 

efficient, but lack the motivational appeal [97], which is one of the key reasons to use 

serious games in the first place [98]. Therefore, in order to address this issue, stake-

holders from the “serious” side and “game” side should cooperate in the design process. 



However, lack of a shared design vocabulary and tool box containing both broad appli-

cation solutions and solutions specific to certain genres of games is a major issue and 

limitation [99], even though such shared and unified vocabulary can bring significant 

benefits to the area [100]; this was pointed out already in the past by several authors 

such as Costikyan and Church [47,48]. Serious game design patterns seem to be a prom-

ising approach and solution to address this challenge and to facilitate collaboration, 

cooperation and mutual understanding between different stakeholders [101]. 

5.1 What Are Game Design Patterns? 

A design pattern is a general reusable solution to a commonly occurring problem 

after it has been successfully applied in specific contexts in response to specific design 

problems, such as learning in the affective domain [102]. As a method patterns were 

first introduced in architecture by Alexander: "Each pattern describes a problem which 

occurs over and over again in our environment, and then describes the core of a solution 

to that problem, in such a way that you can use this solution a million times over, with-

out ever doing it the same way twice” [103]. 

Later, Gamma et al. introduced the use of design patterns in software engineering 

[104], however, design patterns are today used in various fields such as, for example, 

human-computer interaction and interaction design [105]. In education they are applied 

in active learning, management systems and intelligent tutoring systems [97]. Nonethe-

less, none of these uses takes in account the game-playing dimension [97]. 

In game design, the use of patterns was introduced by Kreimeier [106] and put for-

ward by Björk et al. [107]. Unlike in software engineering where patterns provide strict 

solutions, game design patterns should not be seen as such as game design is a creative 

process which often does not have one right solution [107]. Important to note is that 

game design patterns are used for an earlier stage than actual application development 

[108]. In this regard, the game design pattern description itself is just a summary of 

causes and effects, describing one way to reach a given objective [106].  

There have been various approaches in researching and documenting game design 

patterns. Currently, the most significant attempt to set up a database of design concepts 

is Björk and Holopainen’s collection of more than 200 design patterns [99] and it is 

also considered as most coherent and functional [97]. Their structure of the pattern can 

be seen as an evolution over the Formal Abstract Design Tools (FADT) suggested by 

Church and consists of 1) name, 2) concise description, often with notes in which game 

the pattern was identified, 3) consequences of applying the solution suggested by pat-

tern, 4) how to use the pattern, and 5) relations to other patterns [107]. Moreover, it 

should be mentioned, that some researchers used the proposed pattern structure also as 

basis in formalising and expanding serious game design patterns, linking it with the 

“serious” part of the game [108,109,110,111]. Kelle, for example, introduced the con-

cept of "game learning patterns" (GLP) as a methodology for the design of learning 

games by using game design patterns and matching these with corresponding learning 

functions [108] while Reuter et. al researched design patterns for collaborative player 

interactions [110]. 



5.2 Why Use Patterns for Serious Games Design? 

Game design patterns create a shared design vocabulary and can be used for prob-

lem-solving during development, idea generation, as creative design tool, to communi-

cate with peers and with other professions [105], for analysis and categorization of 

games, for exploration of new mediums and platforms [107], such as, for example, 

mixed reality games [112].  In this regard, game design patterns become even more 

useful not only for analysis but further extend themselves into areas like authoring, 

content, software development and testing as these games introduce new design aspects 

compared to traditional videogames (e.g. reliance on inaccurate sensor data, close cou-

pling to the real world context they are played in) [112]. Furthermore, recently, 

Dahlskog et al. identified a set of patterns at different sizes and levels of abstractions 

(micro-, meso- and macro-) for procedural content generation which also further 

strengthens the link between game design patterns and software development [113]. 

The usability and advantages of design patterns have also been recognized in the 

serious games community [101]. Dormann et al. proposed using game patterns as a 

conceptual tool to initiate discussions about the role of affect in games and to support 

the design of games situated in the affective domain [102]. In their research, they used 

game patterns to “bridge the gap between theories and high-level affective principles 

to their representation or actualization through games” [102]. Thus, developing a col-

lection of game patterns helped gaining insights into the design of affective learning in 

games and raised a number of issues to take into consideration [102]. Moreover, Mader 

et al. argue that patterns help to better understand features that make play engaging and 

motivating which helps maximize patients’ intrinsic motivation and smooth out the 

medical aspect of therapeutic games, consequently making a serious game more effec-

tive for treatment or therapy [114].  Not engaging gameplay was also a common critique 

of games designed to address brain injury rehabilitation and patterns might be a solution 

[109]. Moreover, Cheng et al. argue that investigating patterns in games for rehabilita-

tion is beneficial for researchers and designers for several reasons: 1) game design pat-

terns have the capacity to capture the qualitative information about brain injury reha-

bilitation, 2) have the ability to distill abstract game design knowledge from a large 

amount of data about how well existing games worked in therapy into a set of coherent 

and tangible exemplars, and 3) patterns as a common language can serve as a valuable 

tool to facilitate effective communication and mutual understanding among game de-

signers and therapists [109].  

In this regard, as patterns are a formal means of documentation [106], we can argue 

that they are key enablers for structured research in the serious game domain. Game 

design patterns seem to be a promising choice as they provide a means of capturing 

existing successful design practices, expand knowledge about game design and provide 

a shared design vocabulary for communication between researchers, game designers, 

and developers [102]. In addition, lack of such procedures can slow down production 

of serious games and likely has a negative impact on the quality of the products as 

currently each project is more a new challenge than the re-use of established and well-

grounded procedures [101]. Research findings also suggest that design patterns help 

various stakeholder to faster acquire new knowledge that is outside their expertise. This 



is supported by an interesting observation from Marne et al. fieldwork research which 

showed that teachers were more interested in game related patterns while game design-

ers were more interested in pedagogical patterns [97]. Moreover, findings also supports 

Björk et al. claims that game design patterns are beneficial to multidisciplinary groups 

as they ease communication [107].  

Lastly, structured research can be supported with expanded documentation of game 

design patterns which also covers more in-depth “scientific part” with additional infor-

mation such as for example ethical concerns, serious purpose, data gathered, etc. Seri-

ous games Design Pattern Canvas (DPC) (see Fig. 5) is such proposal towards unifying 

serious games design patterns with strong grounding in research. DPC is a visual chart 

with elements describing a pattern's purpose, mechanics, audience, consequences, col-

lected data, related research, and ethical considerations [111]. The chart can be looked 

at from the center, where the left side is aimed at design questions (“serious” part) and 

the right side is dedicated to interaction design (“game” part).  An example of such 

relevant and reusable information would be a research done in 2009 which demon-

strated that the popular game Tetris is a visuospatial task that can reduce PTSD flash-

backs if played after a traumatic event [115].  

 

Fig. 5. Serious Game Design Pattern Canvas (alpha proposal) [111], inspired by the Business 

Model Canvas [116]. 

5.3 Criticism of Patterns 

Most criticism of design patterns, such as considering them a fad and either too for-

mal or not formal enough, comes from other fields, but can be also applied to game 



design patterns [105]. Still, these objections do not really criticize the notion of patterns, 

but rather the quality of their current conceptualization, use, and unspecified level of 

analysis they address; also, game design patterns are only useful as long they can be 

used and applied with reasonable effort to support development of a game or solve 

particular design problems [105].  

In this regard Almeida & Silva criticize game design patterns proposed by Björk et 

al. as not being enough documented, having contradictory documentation on patterns 

with disagreements between title, definition and usage examples while also lacking 

graphical models which together results in less intuitive use [99].  

However, these objections do not really criticize the notion of patterns but rather the 

quality of their current conceptualization, use and unspecified level of analysis they 

address. Furthermore, it can be argued that with standardized design language and tax-

onomy the quality and usability of game design patterns could be improved. Nonethe-

less, as we can consider the game design patterns method still in its beginning, critiques 

like this should be addressed in future development of serious game design patterns. In 

addition, game design patterns need to be validated or it has to be at least specified in 

which development phase they are. As there is not much research on game design pat-

terns validation, this can be considered as a major limitation and future research should 

also address this question. 

5.4 Conclusion 

To summarize, besides creating a shared vocabulary for various stakeholders, game 

design patterns have many benefits ranging from problem-solving during development, 

idea generation, as a creative design and communication tool for better collaboration 

with peers and other professions [105]. In addition, design patterns support analysis, 

categorization of games and exploration of new mediums and platforms are listed [107].   

For the domain of serious games, we can argue that some of these advantages are 

even more beneficial. The documentation of design guidelines can assist in the 

knowledge transfer between generations of professionals [99] and different communi-

ties to a greater extent than before [105] which is a key factor for structured research 

built upon best and proven practices.  

Lastly, design patterns provide means for structured evaluation and validation of 

serious games [114]. 

6 Future Challenges 

Within the broader topics of this chapter, a number of future challenges or future re-

search topics can be identified: 

 How to integrate process frameworks with specific design models – thereby linking 

software development with creativity, pedagogical consideration, research and spe-

cific domain or field expert knowledge. 



 How to integrate pedagogy and instructional design with game activities and specific 

game aspects – thereby focusing not so much on if serious games can work but how 

to make specific designs work. 

 How to form an accurate model of the end user throughout the design process and 

how to cater to this user – thereby focusing on adaptiveness of the game to the mo-

tivational and learning needs of the user. 

 How to reap benefits from formalized approaches such as game design patterns, 

while leaving room for creativity and innovation. 

7 Further Reading 

A number of books can be suggested as further reading on the topics addressed in 

this chapter. 

 Fullerton, T. (2014). Game Design Workshop: A Playcentric Approach to Creating 

Innovative Games. CRC Press. This book presents a pragmatic approach to creating 

games, emphasizing early (paper) prototyping, evaluation with players, and using 

the feedback obtained to improve the game iteratively. 

 Kapp, K. M. (2012). The Gamification of Learning and Instruction: Game-Based 

Methods and Strategies for Training and Education. John Wiley & Sons. This book 

brings together underlying theory and practical examples of using game design for 

learning. 

 Schell, J. (2014). The Art of Game Design: A book of lenses. CRC Press. This book 

presents an extensive overview of game design theory through the use of a large 

number of different lenses to view to game through. 

 Adams, E., & Rollings, A. (2007). Game design and development. Person Educa-

tion, Inc., Upper Saddle River, New Jersey. This book presents both game design 

theory and development approaches, detailing specific considerations for a wide 

number of established genres. 
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